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Executive Summary 

The economic impact of the closure of public facilities on local economies varies according to 
(1) the size of the facilities and its direct economic footprint on the economy and (2) the size and 
economic composition of the community itself. In times of high unemployment, as in the 
present case, the economic impacts are likely to be felt more strongly as the possibilities of 
employees finding alternative jobs may be significantly reduced. While re-location is an option 
for many employees, there is no guarantee that job prospects will be better elsewhere in the state 
- or even in other parts of the country. Further, given the depressed state of the housing market, 
with many communities experiencing times on the market in excess of 14 months, employees 
who have invested in homes may not be able to contemplate relocation. 

The impacts reveal that the Westside Adult Transition Center will have the largest total 
employment effect since for every facility job in excess of 0.7 additional jobs are created in the 
region. In Tanuns, Dwight and Peoria, the corresponding numbers are 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. Further 
the closure of these facilities is likely to reduce state and local (sales) income taxes and thus may 
have a negative impact on the provision of other public services - schools, health care, road 
maintenance and so forth. 

The analysis only looks at the impacts without any consideration of mitigating programs. 
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Glossary of Terms 

To assist the reader in the interpretation of the results, a brief introduction to impact analysis and 

a glossary of terms is provided in this section. 

Linkages 

A regional economy like the one characterizing the Chicago Metropolitan area has several 

important features. First, sectors in a metropolitan economy are linked - some directly, others 

indirectly. For example, a sector producing automobile parts that are shipped to the final 

assembly line would represent a direct linkage between two sectors. Assume the automobile 

component supplier purchases some fabricated metals products from another supplier; this too 

represents a direct linkage. However, the fabricated metals producer has an indirect linkage to 

the automobile assembly producer. Although not directly dependent on automobile production, 

the fabricated metal producer is clearly indirectly dependent on the production levels of the 

assembler. Hence, while many sectors of the economy are linked directly, many if not more are 

linked indirectly. In short, no one is independent in the economic system. 

Ripple or Multiplier Effects 

Consider the case just reviewed; assume automobile production increases. Now, the assembler 

will require more components: this will generate a direct effect - and a column in the tables in 

this report will indicate the size and sectoral composition of these direct effects. But we know 

that the impacts will not stop here; the component supplier will purchase more fabricated metal 

products, the fabricated metal producer will buy more steel, the steel producer will buy more iron 

ore or scrap and so forth. What we have described here are the multiple levels of the ripple 

effect - a direct change in one sector leads to expansion in other sectors of the economy. These 

sector-to-sector effects are referred to as indirect effects - and these too are shown in the 

summary tables. 

During this whole process, firms need to purchase not only components and materials from other 

sectors, but they also have to pay wages and salaries to their employees. In turn, these 

employees will generate their own ripple effect. For example, an assembly line worker will use 

the extra income earned from overtime (assumed to occur to meet the additional demand) to take 

hislher family to dinner. Part of this expenditure becomes income to the waiter; he spends the 
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money at the dry cleaners and part of that expenditure is used by the owners of the dry cleaning 

business to buy lumber to renovate their house. Part of this expenditure will be used by 

employees in the lumber yard to enjoy an evening at the cinema - and so the process continues 

until the impact diminishes to zero. This part of the ripple effect is referred to as induced 

income impacts. 

So we have direct effects and two types of indirect effects - one generated by industry-industry 

purchases and sales and one generated by expenditures by employees from wages and salaries. 

The summation of these impacts are revealed in the tables as total impacts. If the total impacts 

are divided by the direct impacts, we obtain the ripple or multiplier effect. Consider the 

employment multiplier of 1.5; the interpretation is as follows, for every direct job, an additional 

0.5 jobs are generated through a combination of the indirect and induced impacts. 

The closure of a facility in the Chicago metropolitan area will generate two types of impacts - a 

redistribution effect (associated with the redeployment of employees to other facilities in the 

metropolitan region) and a reduction in activity (associated with the relocation of employees 

outside the metropolitan region). 
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1 Introduction 

This report assesses the impacts of selected Department of Corrections (hereafter DOC) facilities, 

on the metropolitan and regional economies in which each of the facilities is located. The local 

economies are defined as individual counties or aggregations of counties in the case of 

metropolitan areas. Closure of these operations will involve the following impacts: 

1. Redirection of non-wage and salary expenditures to employees and 

2. The impact generated by purchases of goods and services from non-state operated 

vendors, many of who may be located outside local economies in which the facilities are 

located. 

In the first case, the net impact on the region will vary depending on (1) the size of the any 

compensation provided to communities to mitigate the negative impacts of job losses and (2) the 

degree to which existing employees opt to seek jobs in alternative sectors of the economy in the 

same regIOn. The major changes that may occur may result a downsizing in the direct 

employment in the alternative facilities and the degree to which the occupational profile of the 

workforce in the new facilities mirrors that of the state-run operations. 

2 Methodology 

Almost all impact studies employ a form of model that assesses the direct and indirect impacts of 

any change in an activity on an economy. In this case, REAL used a combination of its own 

model for the Chicago region with a set of models generated from IMPLAN data for facilities 

located outside the Chicago region. All the models attempt to understand and interpret the way 

in which a direct effect (in this case the closure of the two facilities) generates a ripple effect on a 

reference economy. This ripple effect will arise from (i) the expenditures of goods and service 

by employees in the facilities and (ii) through the purchases of goods and service (including 

medical supplies, utilities, building maintenance etc). 
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3 Results 

The economic impacts for the facilities proposed for closure are shown in a series of tables 

following this narrative. The magnitude of the impacts will vary according to the size of the 

facility and the structure of the community or county in which the facility is located. If the local 

economy is relatively small, then a larger percentage of the ripple effects will occur in other parts 

of the state; hence, the size of the local multiplier or ripple effect will be smaller than that 

observed in a larger, more sophisticated economy (such as the Chicago region). While there may 

be greater employment opportunities in a larger region, specific openings for the kinds of skills 

presented by employees in these facilities may not be available; it is likely that the problems of 

finding alternative employment will be greater in smaller communities. A further issue stems 

from the ability of employees to relocate where the relocation would involve the sale of a house 

or similar property. Given the depressed state of the housing market in some communities, 

selling a house may prove to be as difficult as finding another job; in many downstate 

communities, time on the market averages more than one year. 

Since the format of the tables is similar, an example analysis will provide for just one, Tamms. 

Consider the employment impacts; note that in the first column, 'Direct,' there is only one entry 

- the employment at the facility of295 persons. Similar lone entries can be found in the 'Income' 

and 'Output' tables. As a result of the payment of wages and salaries to facility employees and 

the expenditures by the facility on goods and services to ensure the operation of the facility, the 

columns detail the path of the ripple effects. The' Indirect' column shows the employment, 

income and output generated in supplier firms providing the goods and services to the facility. 

The 'Induced' column shows the impacts of wages and salaries paid the facility employees and 

those in firms providing goods and services to the facility as they are spent and re-spent in the 

county or community. The final column 'Total' sums all these activities. Hence, the 295 direct 

jobs generate a further 43 jobs for a total impact of 338 jobs. Each job in the facility thus 

generates another 0.2 jobs elsewhere in the region of impact. In essence, these may be the 

aggregations of parts of many jobs - the check-out clerk at the grocery store, a bank teller, auto 

repair shop mechanic and so forth. About $12 million worth of total income (direct, indirect and 

induced) can be attributed to the facility. 
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At the end of each table is a summary, the multiplier, that describes the magnitude of the ripple 

effect. Note that these vary from one facility to another. 
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TAMMS CORRECTIONAL CENTER 

EMPLOYMENT 
Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
II Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting 0 .0 0.3 0.4 0.7 
21 Mining 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
22 Utilities 0 .0 0.5 0.4 0 .9 
23 Construction 0 .0 0.1 0.0 0 .2 
31-33 Manufacturing 0.0 0.5 0.3 0 .8 
42 Wholesale Trade 0 .0 0.2 0.1 0.4 
44-45 Retail trade 0.0 0.9 9.0 9 .9 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing 0.0 1.2 0.8 2.0 
51 Information 0 .0 1.0 0.5 1.4 
52 Finance & insurance 0 .0 1.3 0.8 2.2 
53 Real estate & rental 0.0 0.7 0.4 1.1 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs 0.0 0 .8 0 .1 0.9 
55 Management of companies 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
56 Administrative & waste services 0.0 1.7 0 .2 1.9 
61 EducationaJ svcs 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 
62 Health & social services 295 .0 1.6 5.9 302.6 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation 0.0 0.3 1.0 1.2 
72 Accommodation & food services 0 .0 1.2 1.8 3.0 
81 Other services 0 .0 0.7 1.1 1.8 
92 Government & non NAlCs 0 .0 4.2 2.0 6.2 
Total 295.0 17_3 25.6 337.9 
Multiplier 1.15 

LABOR INCOME 

Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
II Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting $0.0 $8,926.3 $12,673.3 $21,599.6 
21 Mining $0.0 $1 ,633 .9 $923.1 $2,557.0 
22 Utilities $0.0 $39,133.0 $27,747.2 $66,880.2 
23 Construction $0.0 $5,231.5 $1 ,453.5 $6,684.9 
31-33 Manufacturing $0.0 $28,220.9 $15,956.1 $44,176.9 
42 Wholesale Trade $0.0 $8,567.8 $4,704.4 $\3,272.2 
44-45 Retail trade $0.0 $18,402.5 $182,592.6 $200,995.2 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing $0.0 $70,082.0 $43 ,001.3 $\13,083.4 
51 Information $0.0 $34,294.0 $16,154.8 $50,448.8 
52 Finance & insurance $0.0 $33,461.2 $21,350.4 $54,811.6 
53 Real estate & rental $0.0 $13,359.4 $7,215.4 $20,574 .8 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs $0.0 $22,752.9 $3,830.8 $26,583.7 
55 Management of companies $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 
56 Administrative & waste services $0.0 $39,278.1 $3,901.5 $43,179.7 
61 Educational svcs $0.0 $578.0 $21 ,701.9 $22,279.9 
62 Health & social services $10,349,298 .0 $55,827 .6 $208,240.3 $10,613,365.9 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation $0.0 $2,057.5 $7,804.9 $9,862.4 
72 Accommodation & food services $0.0 $23,518.9 $36,827.0 $60,345 .9 
81 Other services $0.0 $28,707.8 $47,185.0 $75,892.9 
92 Government & non NAlCs $0.0 $197,905.0 $93,328.5 $291,233 .5 
Total $10,349,298.0 $631,938.5 $756,591.9 $11,737,828.3 
Multiplier 1.13 
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TOTAL OUTPUT 

Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
II Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting $0.0 $23,960.8 $34,018.6 $57,979.4 
21 Mining $0.0 $4,304.7 $2,432.1 $6,736.9 
22 Utilities $0.0 $172,123.0 $122,043.8 $294,166.7 
23 Construction $0.0 $15,964.7 $4,435.5 $20,400.2 
31-33 Manufacturing $0.0 $1,152,355.9 $651 ,542.5 $1,803,898.4 
42 Wholesale Trade $0.0 $21,115.6 $11,594.1 $32,709.8 
44-45 Retail trade $0.0 $33,703 .9 $334,415.2 $368,119.1 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing $0.0 $153 ,9 12.7 $94,438.7 $248,351.4 
51 Information $0.0 $175,660.3 $82,748.1 $258,408.4 
52 Finance & insurance $0.0 $110,910.1 $70,767.7 $181,677.8 
53 Real estate & rental $0.0 $1,170,698.9 $632,288.6 $1,802,987.5 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs $0.0 $49,667.8 $8,362.3 $58,030.1 
55 Management of companies $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 $0.0 
56 Administrative & waste services $0.0 $89,301.2 $8,870.4 $98,171.6 
61 Educational svcs $0.0 $960.4 $36,058.3 $37,018.7 
62 Health & social services $26,233,400.4 $141,511.9 $527,847.4 $26,902,759.7 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation $0.0 $5,909.6 $22,417.4 $28,327.0 
72 Accommodation & food services $0.0 $67,922.4 $106,355.8 $174,278.1 
81 Other services $0.0 $46,399.1 $76,263 .0 $122,662.1 
92 Government & non NAlCs $0.0 $258,804.6 $122,047.6 $380,852.2 
Total $26,233,400.4 $3,695,187.6 $2,948,947.0 $32,877,535.0 
Multiplier 1.25 
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DWIGHT CORRECTIONAL CENTER 

EMPLOYMENT 
Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
II Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 
21 Mining 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 Utilities 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.9 
23 Construction 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.8 
31-33 Maoufacturing 0.0 0.5 0.4 0.9 
42 Wholesale Trade 0.0 1.8 1.9 3.7 
44-45 Retail trade 0.0 1.6 27.8 29.4 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing 0.0 1.3 1.3 2.6 
51 Information 0.0 1.5 1.1 2.7 
52 Finance & insurance 0.0 4.4 5.1 9.5 
53 Real estate & rental 0.0 3.2 3.0 6.2 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs 0.0 4.2 1.5 5.7 
55 Management of companies 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.4 
56 Administrative & waste services 0.0 3.6 0.8 4.5 
61 Educational svcs 0.0 0.0 1.9 1.9 
62 Health & social services 340.0 3.8 23.2 367.0 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation 0.0 0.3 1.7 2.0 
72 Accommodation & food services 0.0 4.3 11.3 15.6 
81 Other services 0.0 2.4 6.3 8.7 
92 Government & non NAlCs 0.0 3.3 2.5 5.7 
Total 340.0 37.5 90.9 468.4 
Multiplier 1.38 

LABOR INCOME 

Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
11 Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting $0.0 $1 ,172.8 $7,421.6 $8,594.4 
21 Mining $0.0 $367.8 $366.0 $733.9 
22 Utilities $0.0 $72,236.5 $87,886.3 $160,122.7 
23 Construction $0.0 $39,113.5 $22,715.0 $61,828.5 
31-33 Maoufacturing $0.0 $39,751.1 $36,793.2 $76,544.4 
42 Wholesale Trade $0.0 $133,779.6 $144,237.7 $278,017.3 
44-45 Retail trade $0.0 $42,900.1 $756,215.0 $799,115.1 
48-49 Traosportation & Warehousing $0.0 $61,851.5 $65,773.0 $127,624.5 
51 Information $0.0 $99,906.3 $74,380.0 $174,286.3 
52 Finance & insurance $0.0 $194,728.3 $224,172.6 $418,900.8 
53 Real estate & rental $0.0 $68,514.2 $65,594.6 $134,108.8 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs $0.0 $235,469.6 $83,616.6 $319,086.3 
55 Management of companies $0.0 $59,763.7 $9,592.3 $69,356.0 
56 Administrative & waste services $0.0 $186,323.3 $43,130.7 $229,454.0 
61 Educational svcs $0.0 $707.9 $36,865.5 $37,573.4 
62 Health & social services $18,466,351.1 $208,085.8 $1,262,571.9 $19,937,008.8 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation $0.0 $6,004.1 $32,737.9 $38,742.0 
72 Accommodation & food services $0.0 $73,134.5 $192,539.6 $265,674.1 
81 Other services $0.0 $76,904.5 $200,570.3 $277,474.8 
92 Government & non NAICs $0.0 $189,769.4 $142,380.0 $332,149.4 
Total $18,466,351.1 $1,790,484.6 $3,489,560.1 $23,746,395.8 
Multiplier 1.29 
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TOTAL OUTPUT 

Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
I I Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting $0.0 $3,792.9 $24,002.4 $27,795.3 
21 Mining $0.0 $1,264.7 $1,258.5 $2,523.2 
22 Utilities $0.0 $374,808.8 $456,010.0 $830,818.8 
23 Construction $0.0 $91 ,173. 1 $52,948.4 $ 144,121.5 
31-33 Manufacturing $0.0 $27 1,810.3 $251,584.7 $523,395.0 
42 Wholesale Trade $0.0 $3 15,058.2 $339,687.7 $654,745.8 
44-45 Retail trade $0.0 $78,005.1 $1,375,023.2 $1 ,453,028.4 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing $0.0 $143,246.8 $152,328.8 $295,575.7 
51 Information $0.0 $392,584.1 $292,278. 1 $684,862.2 
52 Finance & insurance $0.0 $773,798.6 $890,802.4 $1 ,664,601.0 
53 Real estate & rental $0.0 $1,969,794.4 $1,885,857.4 $3,855,651.8 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs $0.0 $490,909.0 $174,324.6 $665,233 .6 
55 Management of companies $0.0 $109,559.1 $17,584.7 $127,143 .8 
56 Administrative & waste services $0.0 $404,308.5 $93,590.7 $497,899.2 
61 Educational svcs $0.0 $1,391.5 $72,46 1.9 $73,853.4 
62 Health & social services $37,260,198.9 $41 9,862.0 $2,547,535. 1 $40,227,596.0 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation $0.0 $15,698.0 $85,594 .5 $101 ,292.5 
72 Accommodation & food services $0.0 $232,045.7 $610,901.9 $842,947.6 
81 Other services $0.0 $174,581.0 $455,3 14.8 $629,895.8 
92 Government & non NAlCs $0.0 $269,308.8 $202,056.8 $471,365.6 
Total $37,260,198.9 56,533,000.6 59,981,146.7 553,774,346.2 
Multiplier 1.44 
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WESTSIDE ADULT TRANSITION CENTER 

EMPLOYMENT 
Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
II Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21 Mining 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 Utilities 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 
23 Construction 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 
31 -33 Manufacturing 0.0 0.4 0.5 1.0 
42 Wholesale Trade 0.0 0.5 0.7 1.2 
44-45 Retail trade 0.0 0.2 4.2 4.4 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing 0.0 0.4 0.6 1.0 
51 Information 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.8 
52 Finance & insurance 0.0 1.3 2.0 3.3 
53 Real estate & rental 0.0 1.4 1.9 3.3 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs 0.0 1.8 1.1 2.9 
55 Management of companies 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.5 
56 Administrative & waste services 0.0 3.3 1.4 4.6 
61 Educational svcs 0.0 0.0 1.2 1.2 
62 Health & social services 49.0 0.7 5.2 54.9 
7) Arts- entertainment & recreation 0.0 0.2 0.8 1.0 
72 Accommodation & food services 0.0 0.7 2.3 3.0 
81 Other services 0.0 0.5 1.5 1.9 
92 Government & non NAlCs 0.0 0.5 0 .6 1.1 
Total 49_0 12.9 24_5 86.4 
Multip lier 1_76 

LABOR INCOME 

Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
II Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting $0.0 $143.8 $546. I $689.9 
21 Mining $0.0 $ 1,597.9 $2,115.6 $3,713.5 
22 Utilities $0.0 $5,435 .6 $8,497.4 $13,933.1 
23 Construction $0.0 $5,381.9 $5,019 .7 $10,401.6 
31-33 Manufacturing $0.0 $25,929.8 $33,545.5 $59,475.3 
42 Wholesale Trade $0.0 $36,758.1 $49,833.4 $86,591.5 
44-45 Retail trade $0.0 $5,002.8 $108,841.4 $113,844.2 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing $0.0 $19,760.1 $27,637.7 $47,397.8 
51 Infonnation $0.0 $28,707.7 $30,578.6 $59,286.4 
52 Finance & insurance $0.0 $91,129.0 $136,330.0 $227,459.0 
53 Real estate & rental $0.0 $27,065.4 $35,037.1 $62,102.5 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs $0.0 $133,859.9 $79,370.4 $213,230.3 
55 Management of companies $0.0 $44,076.5 $15,795.4 $59,871.8 
56 Administrati ve & waste services $0.0 $94,485.5 $40,128.2 $134,613.7 
61 Educational svcs $0.0 $657.7 $42,223.4 $42,881.1 
62 Health & social services $2,126,152.1 $28,501.0 $225,735.9 $2,380,389. I 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation $0.0 $3 ,200.9 $16,938.5 $20,139.4 
72 Accommodation & food services $0.0 $ 16,627.2 $51,257.3 $67,884.5 
81 Other services $0.0 $17,378.2 $51 ,999.7 $69,378.0 
92 Government & non NAJCs $0.0 $30,048.7 $35,321.6 $65,370.3 
Total $2,126,1 52.1 $615,747_6 $996,753.1 $3,738,652.9 
Multiplier 1.76 
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TOTAL OUTPUT 

Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
II Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting $0.0 $319.9 $1 ,214 .6 $1,534.5 
21 Mining $0.0 $7,129.2 $9,438.6 $16,567.7 
22 Utilities $0.0 $37,492.3 $58,611.l $96,103.5 
23 Construction $0.0 $13,168.2 $12,282.1 $25,450.3 
31-33 Manufacturing $0.0 $136,756.0 $176,922.2 $313,678.2 
42 Wholesale Trade $0.0 $85,744.4 $116,244.8 $201,989.3 
44-45 Retail trade $0.0 $9,214.3 $200,469.3 $209,683 .7 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing $0.0 $54,928.3 $76,826.3 $131,754.6 
51 Infonnation $0.0 $105,836.9 $112,734.3 $218,571.2 
52 Finance & insurance $0.0 $264,281.0 $395,367.1 $659,648.1 
53 Real estate & rental $0.0 $392,955 .6 $508,696.0 $901,651.6 
54 Professional· scientific & tech svcs $0.0 $254,918.2 $151 ,150.4 $406,068.5 
55 Management of companies $0.0 $83 ,066.2 $29,767.8 $112,834.0 
56 Administrative & waste services $0.0 $181,984.8 $77,289.4 $259,274.2 
61 Educational svcs $0.0 $1,188.4 $76,296.8 $77,485.2 
62 Health & social services $4,075,999.8 $54,638 .6 $432,753.4 $4,563,391.9 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation $0.0 $7,903.6 $41 ,823 .6 $49,727. 1 
72 Accommodation & food services $0.0 $43,774.7 $134,946.2 $178,720.9 
81 Other services $0.0 $31,058.9 $92,935.6 $123,994.5 
92 Government & non NAIes $0.0 $38,831.7 $45,645.8 $84,477.6 
Total $4,075,999.8 $1,805,191.4 $2,751,415.6 $8,632,606.8 
Multiplier 2.12 
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PEORIA ADULT TRANSITION CENTER 

EMPLOYMENT 
Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
II Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21 Mining 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 
22 Utilities 0.0 0 .0 0.1 0.1 
23 Construction 0.0 0.1 0.0 0. 1 
31-33 Manufacturing 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 
42 Wholesale Trade 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.6 
44-45 Retail trade 0.0 0.1 2.5 2.6 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.5 
51 Information 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.3 
52 Finance & insurance 0.0 0.6 0.7 1.4 
53 Real estate & rental 0.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs 0.0 0.8 0.3 1.1 
55 Management of companies 0.0 0. 1 0.0 0.2 
56 Administrative & waste services 0.0 1.6 0.5 2.0 
61 Educational svcs 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 
62 Health & social services 30.0 0 .5 3.0 33.5 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation 0.0 0 .1 0.3 0.3 
72 Accommodation & food services 0.0 0.6 1.4 2.0 
81 Other services 0.0 0.3 0.7 1.0 
92 Government & non NAICs 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.7 
Total 30.0 6.4 11.6 48.0 
Multiplier 1.60 

LABOR INCOME 

Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
II Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting $0.0 $263.7 $846.0 $1 ,109.7 
21 Mining $0.0 $56.5 $57.6 $114.1 
22 Util ities $0.0 $5,388.4 $6,860.4 $12,248.7 
23 Construction $0.0 $3,840.3 $2,546.9 $6,387.2 
3 I -33 Manufacturing $0.0 $2 1,318.6 $21,833.4 $43, 152.0 
42 Wholesale Trade $0.0 $21,074.8 $23,074.9 $44,149.7 
44-45 Retail trade $0.0 $4,675.9 $78,993 .9 $83,669.8 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing $0.0 $12,290.4 $13,443.2 $25,733.6 
51 Information $0.0 $9,872.0 $8,520.1 $18,392.0 
52 Finance & insurance $0.0 $4 1,007.3 $48,410.3 $89,417 .7 
53 Real estate & rental $0.0 $12,035.2 $12,127.8 $24,162.9 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs $0.0 $70,296.5 $30,465.5 $100,762.0 
55 Management of companies $0.0 $13,923.3 $3,655.2 $17,578.5 
56 Administrative & waste services $0.0 $64,605 .0 $19,414.3 $84,019.3 
61 Educational svcs $0.0 $289.2 $14,822.9 $15,112.2 
62 Health & social services $1,797,463.1 $28,606.0 $179,242.8 $2,005,312.0 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation $0.0 $1 ,661.6 $7,999.7 $9,661.2 
72 Accommodation & food services $0.0 $11 ,789.4 $29,611.2 $41,400.6 
81 Other services $0.0 $9,930.1 $25,005.0 $34,935.1 
92 Government & non NAICs $0.0 $22,931.1 $20,275.4 $43,206.5 
Total $1,797,463.1 $355,855.3 $547,206.6 $2,700,525.0 
Multiplier 1.50 
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TOTAL OUTPUT 

Description Direct Indirect Induced Total 
II Ag, Forestry, Fish & Hunting $0.0 $768.1 $2,464.1 $3,232.2 
21 Mining $0.0 $179.0 $182.6 $361.6 
22 Utilities $0.0 $26,466.8 $33,697.0 $60,163.8 
23 Construction $0.0 $9,934.4 $6,588.6 $16,523.0 
31-33 Manufacturing $0.0 $131 ,481.4 $134,656.4 $266,137.8 
42 Wholesale Trade $0.0 $49,738.9 $54,459.4 $104,198.3 
44-45 Retail trade $0.0 $8,333.2 $140,781.0 $149,114.2 
48-49 Transportation & Warehousing $0.0 $29,971.4 $32,782.7 $62,754.2 
51 Information $0.0 $42,867.2 $36,996.6 $79,863.8 
52 Finance & insurance $0.0 $149,708.6 $176,735.2 $326,443.8 
53 Real estate & rental $0.0 $238,332.9 $240,166.8 $478,499.7 
54 Professional- scientific & tech svcs $0.0 $128,649.0 $55,754.6 $184,403.6 
55 Management of companies $0.0 $28,694.3 $7,533.0 $36,227.3 
56 Administrative & waste services $0.0 $126,967.6 $38,154 .8 $165,122.4 
61 Educational svcs $0.0 $550.8 $28,228.4 $28,779.2 
62 Health & social services $3 ,610,000.1 $57,452.0 $359,988.8 $4,027,441.0 
71 Arts- entertainment & recreation $0.0 $4,555.5 $21,932.0 $26,487.5 
72 Accommodation & food services $0.0 $34,884.8 $87,619.7 $122,504.5 
81 Other services $0.0 $20,789.1 $52,348.9 $73,138.0 
92 Government & non NAlCs $0.0 $29,776.6 $26,328.1 $56,104.7 
Total $3,610,000.1 $1,120,101.7 $1,537,398.7 $6,267,500.6 
Multiplier 1.74 
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4 Impacts on State Sales and Income Taxes 

Finally, even though the facilities are owned and operated by the state and thus do not incur sales 

taxes on goods and services purchased, the inputs into these goods and services are taxed. 

Further, employees in the facilities and those employees working in firms supplying the goods 

and services, and in the activities providing consumer goods and services will all pay state 

income tax. The table below provides an estimate of the state income and sales taxes generated 

by the total impact of each facility on the economy. Property taxes, licenses and other fees, 

corporate taxes and so forth were not estimated. 

Facilities TAMMS DWIGHT WESTSIDE PEORIA 

Sales Tax $219,503 $483,532 $100,567 $62,843 

Income Tax $110,727 $326,146 $54,595 $32,050 
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5 Summary Evaluation 

The decision to close a facility will generate not only a direct impact but, in some cases, 

important indirect effects on the local community or county in which it is located. The analysis 

conducted here only looks at the negative effects of the closure of the facility; at this time, no 

information was available to assess the potential for existing employees to gain alternative 

positions in the community. Some of these employees may be rehired by other businesses in the 

community, although with unemployment rates over 9% or more in many of these communities, 

options may be limited. Others may chose to leave the community in search of jobs elsewhere or 

they may choose to change careers and seek positions in another sector of the economy. None of 

these actions can be predicted with certainty; each will have a different impact on the community. 

However, there are other impacts that have not be considered - the nature and volume of 

charitable contributions - both time and money - provided by the facility employees; the impact 

of the closure and re-location of facility employees and their families on school district 

enrollments and so forth. All of these more qualitative impacts contribute to the fabric of the 

local community and may be valued just as highly - even is they are more difficult to measure. 
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